Due September 28, 2018

As we discussed in the Welcome Webinar, leaders must have a focus on personal growth. Please watch this video and log into Google Groups to answer the following questions:

1. What is the most important thing you learned from Larry Walker about leadership?
2. How will Larry’s input impact the way you seek out and engage with mentors?

If you are not able to access Google Groups, please notify Melinda Lloyd BEFORE this assignment is due so that she can reissue your invitation to Google Groups.

Career Skills discussed:
- Life-long learning
- Listening & Questioning
- Teamwork/Team Building
- Networking
- Critical Thinking

Leadership Habits discussed:
- Ask Why - Be Curious & Listen
- Know Yourself to Grow Yourself
- Take Time for Reflection
- Surround Yourself with the Right People
- Find Models You Can Learn From